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The Connected Discourses of the Buddha
Apr 27 2022 This volume offers a complete translation of the Samyutta Nikaya, The Connected Discourses of
the Buddha, the third of the four great collections in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon. The Samyutta Nikaya consists of fifty-six chapters, each
governed by a unifying theme that binds together the Buddha's suttas or discourses. The chapters are organized into five major parts. The first, The
Book with Verses, is a compilation of suttas composed largely in verse. This book ranks as one of the most inspiring compilations in the Buddhist
canon, showing the Buddha in his full grandeur as the peerless "teacher of gods and humans." The other four books deal in depth with the
philosophical principles and meditative structures of early Buddhism. They combine into orderly chapters all the important short discourses of the
Buddha on such major topics as dependent origination, the five aggregates, the six sense bases, the seven factors of enlightenment, the Noble
Eightfold Path, and the Four Noble Truths. Among the four large Nikayas belonging to the Pali Canon, the Samyutta Nikaya serves as the repository for
the many shorter suttas of the Buddha where he discloses his radical insights into the nature of reality and his unique path to spiritual emancipation.
This collection, it seems, was directed mainly at those disciples who were capable of grasping the deepest dimensions of wisdom and of clarifying
them for others, and also provided guidance to meditators intent on consummating their efforts with the direct realization of the ultimate truth. The
present work begins with an insightful general introduction to the Samyutta Nikaya as a whole. Each of the five parts is also provided with its own
introduction, intended to guide the reader through this vast, ocean-like collection of suttas. To further assist the reader, the translator has provided an
extensive body of notes clarifying various problems concerning both the language and the mean
The Dhammapada
Apr 03 2020 "The Dhammapada is a classic of world religious literature. This spiritual masterpiece collects together the key sayings
of the Buddha and is an essential guide for all those who wish to follow the Buddha on the path to enlightenment. Yet its appeal extends beyond
Buddhism to engage anyone who seeks to understand profound universal truths, and it remains as relevant today as when the text was compiled some
2,500 years ago. In this beautiful translation of one of the best loved Buddhist scriptures, Thomas Byrom reveals the practical and timeless simplicity
of the Buddha s teaching."
Wisdom of the Buddha
Aug 20 2021 These ancient verses offer a compelling introduction to Buddhist thought, revealing the Four Truths — concerning
the nature of the world and our lot in it — and the Eightfold Path to enlightenment, the means by which to overcome the essential suffering revealed by
the Four Truths as the essence of life.
The Life of the Buddha
Aug 27 2019 A blueprint for a life of mindfulness, dedicated to the easing of suffering both for oneself and for others The story
of Shakyamuni Buddha’s epic journey to enlightenment is perhaps the most important narrative in the Buddhist tradition. Tenzin Chögyel’sThe Life of
the Buddha, composed in the mid–eighteenth century and now in a vivid new translation, is a masterly storyteller’s rendition of the twelve acts of the
Buddha. Chögyel’s classical tale seamlessly weaves together the vast and the minute, the earthly and the celestial, reflecting the near-omnipresent aid
of the gods alongside the Buddha’s moving final reunion with his devoted son, Rahula. The Life of the Buddha has the power to engage people
through a deeply human story with cosmic implications. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
What the Buddha Taught
Sep 28 2019 This clear and informative guide draws on the words spoken by the Buddha to convey the true nature of
Buddhist wisdom. It also features an illustrative section of texts from the Suttas and the Dhammapada, a glossary of Buddhist terms and an up-to-date
bibliography.
Sayings of the Buddha
Sep 01 2022 This edition offers a new translation of a selection of the Buddha's most important sayings reflecting the full
variety of material: biography of the Buddha, narrative, myth, short sayings, philosophical discourse, instruction on morality, meditation, and the
spiritual life. It provides an excellent introduction to Buddhist scripture.
The Epic of the Buddha
Apr 15 2021 A translation of the modern Nepalese classic Winner of the Toshihide Numata Book Award in Buddhism and the
Khyentse Foundation Prize for Outstanding Translation This award-winning book contains the English translation of Sugata Saurabha (“The Sweet
Fragrance of the Buddha”), an epic poem on the life and teachings of the Buddha. Chittadhar H?daya, a master poet from Nepal, wrote this tour de
force while imprisoned for subversion in the 1940s and smuggled it out over time on scraps of paper. His consummate skill and poetic artistry are
evident throughout as he tells the Buddha’s story in dramatic terms, drawing on images from the natural world to heighten the description of
emotionally charged events. It is peopled with very human characters who experience a wide range of emotions, from erotic love to anger, jealousy,
heroism, compassion, and goodwill. By showing how the central events of the Buddha’s life are experienced by Siddhartha, as well as by his family
members and various disciples, the poem communicates a fuller sense of the humanity of everyone involved and the depth and power of the Buddha’s
loving-kindness. For this new edition of the English translation, the translators improved the beauty and flow of most every line. The translation is also
supplemented with a series of short essays by Todd Lewis, one of the translators, that articulates how H?daya incorporated his own Newar cultural
traditions in order to connect his readership with the immediacy and relevancy of the Buddha’s life and at the same time express his views on political
issues, ethical principles, literary life, gender discrimination, economic policy, and social reform.
In Quest of the Buddha
Jun 25 2019
In the Shadow of the Buddha
Nov 22 2021 "Part spy thriller, part Dharma travelogue, part spiritual autobiography . . . 100 percent page-turner." -Daniel
Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence For nearly a decade, Matteo Pistono evaded Chinese security and smuggled out photos of prisons, secret
documents, and firsthand interviews of torture victims and other atrocities committed by the Chinese government. Yet Pistono had not initially gone to
Tibet to fight for human rights-but as a Buddhist pilgrim. After Pistono became the student of a venerated meditation master in Tibet, he began
couriering messages to him from the Dalai Lama in India. This began an extraordinary adventure. In the Shadow of the Buddha is both a vivid account
of how Tibet's rich spiritual past is slipping away under repression, and the story of one man who merged political activism with Buddhist mysticism in
pursuit of freedom and peace.
The Spirit of the Buddha
Sep 20 2021 In this slim, enlightening volume, internationally recognized Buddhist teacher Martine Batchelor presents the
basic tenets and teachings of the Buddha through a selection of essential texts from the Pali canon, the earliest Buddhist scriptures. Viewed by
scholars as the actual substance of the historical teachings (and possibly even the words) of the Buddha, these texts are essential to an understanding
of the Buddhist faith, and Batchelor illuminates them with her lucid analysis and interpretations. Both accessible to nonpractitioners and helpful to
scholars, "The Spirit of the Buddha" touches upon key themes, including dharma, compassion, meditation, and peace, among others, creating a
panoramic view of one of the world's most widely practiced faiths that is deeply rooted in its most vital texts.
The Wisdom of the Buddha
Mar 27 2022 A treasury of teachings, stories, and sayings in the words of the Buddha himself. In their essence, the

Buddha’s teachings are concerned with a clear-eyed understanding of the reality of our suffering and pointing the way to freedom from that suffering.
Here in all their power, as memorized word-for-word by his disciples and written down a millennium and a half ago, are the core teachings of the
Buddha in his own words. These selections deal with the search for truth, the way of contemplation, life and death, living in community, and many
other topics, serving as an excellent introduction to the Buddhist path. Clear, uplifting, and potent, the Buddha’s teachings are as freshly relevant
today as they were when first presented. This book is part of the Shambhala Pocket Library series. The Shambhala Pocket Library is a collection of
short, portable teachings from notable figures across religious traditions and classic texts. The covers in this series are rendered by Colorado artist
Robert Spellman. The books in this collection distill the wisdom and heart of the work Shambhala Publications has published over 50 years into a
compact format that is collectible, reader-friendly, and applicable to everyday life.
The Buddha Walks into the Office
Mar 15 2021 Wisdom for "Generation Next" on how to make your work meaningful, satisfying, and of benefit to
others Does it ever seem that a lot of the people you work with are, well, jerks? This book is about how not to let work turn you into one of them. Apply
the simple Buddhist teachings and practices Lodro Rinzler provides here to whatever you do for a living, and you’ll not only avoid jerk-hood, but
you’ll be setting out on the path toward making your livelihood an expression of your inherent wisdom, honesty, and compassion. You’ll discover
practical ways to bring mindfulness into administrative support, cabinet-making, financial management, nursing, truck-driving, or latté-brewing. In the
process, you’ll discover genuine empathy for the folks you once found so difficult. You’ll also learn leadership skills that apply compassion to
management in a way that increases happiness along with efficiency. This is career advice of the profoundest kind, geared toward today’s twenty- and
thirty-something workers and job-seekers whose employment outlook is radically different from that of a generation ago. As Lodro shows, even if the
path of work shifts beneath your feet, it’s possible to make your livelihood a source of satisfaction and of deep meaning.
Great Disciples of the Buddha
Oct 02 2022 A perennial favorite, Great Disciples of the Buddha is now relaunched in our best-selling Teachings of the
Buddha series. Twenty-four of the Buddha's most distinguished disciples are brought to life in ten chapters of rich narration. Drawn from a wide range
of authentic Pali sources, the material in these stories has never before been assembled in a single volume. Through these engaging tales, we meet all
manner of human beings - rich, poor, male, female, young, old - whose unique stories are told with an eye to the details of ordinary human concerns.
When read with careful attention, these stories can sharpen our understanding of the Buddhist path by allowing us to contemplate the living portraits
of the people who fulfilled the early Buddhist ideals of human perfection. The characters detailed include: Sariputta Nanda Mahamoggallana
Mahakassapa Ananda Isidasi Anuruddha Mahakaccana Angulimala Visakha and many more. Conveniently annotated with the same system of sutta
references used in each of the other series volumes, Great Disciples of the Buddha allows the reader to easily place each student in the larger picture
of Buddha's life. It is a volume that no serious student of Buddhism should miss.
Waking the Buddha
Jan 01 2020 Is there more to Buddhism than sitting in silent meditation? Is modern Buddhism relevant to the problems of daily
life? Does it empower individuals to transform their lives? Or has Buddhism become too detached, so still and quiet that the Buddha has fallen asleep?
Waking the Buddha tells the story of the Soka Gakkai International, the largest, most dynamic Buddhist movement in the world today—and one that is
waking up and shaking up Buddhism so it can truly work in ordinary people’s lives. Drawing on his long personal experience as a Buddhist teacher,
journalist, and editor, Clark Strand offers broad insight into how and why the Soka Gakkai, with its commitment to social justice and its egalitarian
approach, has become a role model, not only for other schools of Buddhism, but for other religions as well. Readers will be inspired by the struggles
and triumphs of the Soka Gakkai’s three founding presidents—individuals who staked their lives on the teachings of the Lotus Sutra and the
extraordinary power of those teachings to help people become happy.
Reading the Buddha's Discourses in Pali
Sep 08 2020 Renowned scholar-monk and bestselling translator Bhikkhu Bodhi’s definitive, practical guide
on how to read ancient Buddhist texts in the original language. Bhikkhu Bodhi’s sophisticated and practical instructions on how to read the Pali of the
Buddha’s discourses will acquaint students of Early Buddhism with the language and idiom of these sacred texts. Here the renowned English
translator of the Pali Canon opens a window into key suttas from the Sa?yutta Nikaya, giving a literal translation of each sentence followed by a more
natural English rendering, then explaining the grammatical forms involved. In this way, students can determine the meaning of each word and phrase
and gain an intimate familiarity with the distinctive style of the Pali suttas—with the words, and world, of the earliest Buddhist texts. Ven. Bodhi’s
meticulously selected anthology of suttas provides a systematic overview of the Buddha’s teachings, mirroring the four noble truths, the most concise
formulation of the Buddha’s guide to liberation. Reading the Buddha’s Discourses in Pali shares with readers not only exceptional language
instruction but also a nuanced study of the substance, style, and method of the early Buddhist discourses.
Awakening the Buddha Within
Nov 30 2019 A comprehensive guide to Tibetan Buddhism introduces the concepts of the religion and shares advice on
how to incorporate this ancient religion into everyday life, find peace in personal relationships, and meditate more effectively. 75,000 first printing.
Curators of the Buddha
Dec 12 2020 A critical history of the study of Buddhism in the West, incorporating insights of colonial and post-colonial
cultural studies. Social, political and cultural conditions that have shaped the course of Buddhist studies are discussed.
The Long Discourses of the Buddha
Nov 10 2020 This book offers a complete translation of the Digha Nikaya, the long discourses of the Buddha, one
of the major collections of texts in the Pali Canon, the authorized scriptures of Theravada Buddhism. This collection--among the oldest records of the
historical Buddha's original teachings, given in India two and a half thousand years ago--consists of thirty-four longer-length suttas, or discourses,
distinguished as such from the middle-length and shorter suttas of the other collections. These suttas reveal the gentleness, compassion, power, and
penetrating wisdom of the Buddha. Included are teachings on mindfulness (Mahasatipatthana Sutta); on morality, concentration, and wisdom (Subha
Sutta); on dependent origination (Mahanidrana Sutta); on the roots and causes of wrong views (Brahmajala Sutta); and a long description of the
Buddha's last days and passing away (Mahaparinibbana Sutta); along with a wealth of practical advice and insight for all those travelling along the
spiritual path. Venerable Sumedho Thera writes in his foreword: "[These suttas] are not meant to be 'sacred scriptures' that tell us what to believe. One
should read them, listen to them, think about them, contemplate them, and investigate the present reality, the present experience, with them. Then, and
only then, can one insightfully know the truth beyond words." Introduced with a vivid account of the Buddha's life and times and a short survey of his
teachings, The Long Discourses of the Buddha brings us closer in every way to the wise and compassionate presence of Gotama Buddha and his path
of truth.
Dropping Ashes on the Buddha
Jan 13 2021 ?Somebody comes into the Zen center with a lighted cigarette, walks up to the Buddha statue, blows
smoke in its face, and drops ashes on its lap. You are standing there. What can you do?” This is a problem that Zen Master Seung Sahn is fond of
posing to his American students who attend his Zen centers. Dropping Ashes on the Buddha is a delightful, irreverent, and often hilariously funny
living record of the dialogue between Korean Zen Master Seung Sahn and his American students. Consisting of dialogues, stories, formal Zen
interviews, Dharma speeches, and letters using the Zen Master's actual words in spontaneous, living interaction with his students, this book is a fresh
presentation of the Zen teaching method of ?instant dialogue” between Master and student which, through the use of astonishment and paradox, leads
to an understanding of ultimate reality.
The Buddha's Teachings on Social and Communal Harmony
Oct 10 2020 "An anthology of the writings of the Buddha on the subject of harmony
selected and translated from the original Pali"-The Heart of the Buddha's Teaching
May 29 2022 With poetry and clarity, Thich Nhat Hanh imparts comforting wisdom about the nature of suffering
and its role in creating compassion, love, and joy – all qualities of enlightenment. “Thich Nhat Hanh shows us the connection between personal, inner
peace, and peace on earth.”—His Holiness the Dalai Lama In The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching, now revised with added material and new insights,
Nhat Hanh introduces us to the core teachings of Buddhism and shows us that the Buddha’s teachings are accessible and applicable to our daily
lives. Covering such significant teachings as the Four Noble Truths, the Noble Eightfold Path, the Three Doors of Liberation, the Three Dharma Seals,
and the Seven Factors of Awakening, The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching is a radiant beacon on Buddhist thought for the initiated and uninitiated
alike.
The Teeth and Claws of the Buddha
May 05 2020 Japan’s monastic warriors have fared poorly in comparison to the samurai, both in terms of
historical reputation and representations in popular culture. Often maligned and criticized for their involvement in politics and other secular matters,
they have been seen as figures separate from the larger military class. However, as Mikael Adolphson reveals in his comprehensive and authoritative
examination of the social origins of the monastic forces, political conditions, and warfare practices of the Heian (794–1185) and Kamakura (1185–1333)

eras, these "monk-warriors"(sôhei) were in reality inseparable from the warrior class. Their negative image, Adolphson argues, is a construct that grew
out of artistic sources critical of the established temples from the fourteenth century on. In deconstructing the sôhei image and looking for clues as to
the characteristics, role, and meaning of the monastic forces, The Teeth and Claws of the Buddha highlights the importance of historical
circumstances; it also points to the fallacies of allowing later, especially modern, notions of religion to exert undue influence on interpretations of the
past. It further suggests that, rather than constituting a separate category of violence, religious violence needs to be understood in its political, social,
military, and ideological contexts.
Philosophy of the Buddha
Dec 24 2021 What did the Buddha actually teach? For those seeking an answer to this question and to understand
Buddhism as an important part of the world's religious and cultural heritage, Philosophy of the Buddha is an excellent introduction and guide. The
author's purpose is to state the philosophy of Gotama, the man himself, by a careful study of the original records. He cuts through layers of devout and
theological speculation - much as higher biblical criticism has done in Christianity - and presents clearly and concisely the real humanly significant
roots and permanent values of many aspects of Buddhist thought.
If You Meet the Buddha on the Road, Kill Him
Jul 27 2019 A fresh, realistic approach to altering one's destiny and accepting the responsibility that
grows with freedom. No meaning that comes from outside of ourselves is real. The Buddahood of each of us has already been obtained. We only need
to recognize it. “The most important things that each man must learn no one can teach him. Once he accepts this disappointment, he will be able to
stop depending on the therapist, the guru who turns out to be just another struggling human being.” Using the myth of Gilgamesh, Siddhartha, The
Wife of Bath, Don Quizote . . . the works of Buber, Ginsberg, Shakespeare, Karka, Nin, Dante and Jung . . . a brilliant psychotherapist, guru and pilgrim
shares the epic tales and intimate revelations that help to shape Everyman's journey through life.
The Buddha: A Very Short Introduction
Aug 08 2020 "Michael Carrithers guides us through the diverse accounts of the life and teaching of the
Buddha. He discusses the social and political background of India in the Buddha's time, and traces the development of his thought. He also assesses
the rapid and widespread assimilation of Buddhism and its relevance today."--Jacket.
Teachings of the Buddha
Jul 31 2022 This treasury of essential Buddhist writings draws from the most popular Indian, Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese
sources. Among the selections are some of the earliest recorded sayings of the Buddha on the practice of freedom, passages from later Indian
scriptures on the perfection of wisdom, verses from Tibetan masters on the enlightened mind, and songs in praise of meditation by Zen teachers. The
book also includes traditional instruction on how to practice sitting meditation, cultivate calm awareness, and live with compassion. Jack Kornfield,
one of the most respected American Buddhist teachers, has compiled these teachings to impart the essence and inspiration of Buddhism to readers of
all spiritual traditions.
The Numerical Discourses of the Buddha
Jun 17 2021 This much-anticipated volume contains a full translation from the Pali of the Anguttara Nikaya,
the fourth collection of the canonical discourses of the Buddha. The primary focus of the Anguttara Nikaya is practice, which it treats from a wide-angle
perspective, advancing from basic ethical observances, through the pillars of mind training, to the highest meditative attainments. The Anguttara is
also distinguished among the Nikayas by its interest in types of persons, which it describes in detail and with memorable similes. The Numerical
Discourses of the Buddha continues Wisdom's Teachings of the Buddha series, which has been praised by scholars and practitioners alike for its
beautifully presented, highest quality, annotated translations of the words of the Buddha.
Repeating the Words of the Buddha
Oct 22 2021 Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche spent many years in retreat, assimilating the teachings within his experience.
He spoke with humor and true understanding, expressing plainly and simply what he himself had undergone. Consequently, his teachings are uniquely
accessible, with a powerfully beneficial impact on those who hear or read his words. This book, a selection of his oral and written teachings, spells out
the essential points of spiritual practice and leads readers along the same path they would follow in the presence of a master. Through direct, pithy
instructions, students are encouraged to question the master repeatedly, while at the same time processing their own experiences. Representing the
heart of Rinpoche's teachings, Repeating the Words of the Buddha shows that the enlightened essence is present within the mind of any sentient
being, and that it can be recognized by all who seek it.
Path of Compassion
Jul 07 2020 Path of Compassion is a collection of key stories from Thich Nhat Hanh’s classic Old Path White Clouds, a book
celebrating its 20th publishing anniversary this year. It tells the fascinating life story of Prince Siddhartha, who left his family and renounced his
carefully guarded life, and after many years of spiritual seeking became the Buddha, the Enlightened One. Far more than the description of an unusual
life story, it serves as an enjoyable, compelling, and informative introduction to Buddhism by conveying its most important teachings in a compact and
accessible format. Thich Nhat Hanh’s ability to show the Buddha as a person who deals with the same life issues as we do is unique and unsurpassed.
Written in language accessible to readers of all ages and levels of experience Thich Nhat Hanh combines the description of the major life stages of the
Buddha with his most important teachings. Reaching far beyond the biography genre Path of Compassion is a highly readable and informative
introduction to Buddhism.
Questioning the Buddha
Feb 11 2021 An important new book unlocking the words of the Buddha contained in the vast Tibetan canon, one of the main
scriptural resources of Buddhism. In the forty-five years the Buddha spent traversing northern India, he shared his wisdom with everyone from beggar
women to kings. Hundreds of his discourses, or sutras, were preserved by his followers, first orally and later in written form. Around thirteen hundred
years after the Buddha’s enlightenment, the sutras were translated into the Tibetan language, where they have been preserved ever since. To date,
only a fraction of these have been made available in English. Questioning the Buddha brings the reader directly into the literary treasure of the Tibetan
canon with thoroughly annotated translations of twenty-five different sutras. Often these texts, many translated here in full for the first time, begin with
an encounter in which someone poses a question to the Buddha. Peter Skilling, an authority on early Buddhist epigraphy, archaeology, and textual
traditions, has been immersed in the Buddhist scriptures of diverse traditions for nearly half a century. In this volume, he draws on his deep and
extensive research to render these ancient teachings in a fresh and precise language. His introduction is a fascinating history of the Buddhist sutras,
including the transition from oral to written form, the rise of Mahayana literature, the transmission to Tibet, the development of canons, and a look at
some of the pioneers of sutra study in the West. Sutras included in this volume are: Four Dharmas Not to Be Taken for Granted; The Benefits of Giving;
The Exposition of Four Dharmas; The Merit of the Three Refuges; Four Dharmas Never to Be Abandoned; Advice for Bodhisatva Dharmaketu; Advice
for Bodhisatva Jayamati; Sutra Comparing Bodhicitta to Gold; Bodhisatva Maitreya’s Question about the Gift of the Dharma; Four Summaries of the
Dharma Spoken to the Naga King Sagara; The Stanza of Dependent Arising; The Heart Formula of Dependent Arising; Prediction of the Boy
Brahmasri’s Future Buddhahood; Ksemavati’s Prediction to Future Buddhahood; The City Beggar Woman; An Old Woman’s Questions about Birth
and Death; The Questions of Srimati the Brahman Woman; The Questions of the Laywoman Gangottara; Brahma Sahampati’s Question; Advice to
King Prasenajit; Passage to the Next Life; Instructions for King Bimbisara; Instructions for King Udayana; Buddhas as Rare as a Grain of Golden Sand;
and Predictions on the Eve of the Great Final Nirvana.
The Life of the Buddha
Jan 25 2022 Composed entirely of texts from the Pali canon, this unique biography presents the oldest authentic record of the
Buddha's life and revolutionary philosophy. The ancient texts are rendered here in a language marked by lucidity and dignity, and a framework of
narrators and voices connect the canonical texts. Vivid recollections of his personal attendant Ananda and other disciples bring the reader into the
Buddha's presence, where his example offers profound inspiration and guidance on the path to freedom.
Smile of the Buddha
Jan 31 2020 The relations between eastern and western cultures have long been a neglected topic, and this careful and intelligent
look at a small but significant part of those relations is most welcome.--Thomas McEvilley, author of The Shape of Ancient Thought How wonderful that
Jacquelynn Baas has seen the light of the Buddha's smile shining from faraway Asia into the realm of the art of modern times in what we think of as
the West! . . . Her work reveals how some of our most influential artists explored and expressed the sophisticated perceptions and joyful energy
emanating from the realm of Buddhist Asia.--Robert A. F. Thurman As a Buddhist scholar and artist I welcome this thoughtful and richly detailed study
of how many aspects of Buddhism have stimulated, invigorated, and enriched Western arts over the past 150 years.--Stephen Addiss, author of The Art
of Zen A crucial contribution to modern art studies, this high-spirited text surveys Western artists awakened by the wisdom of the East, from Monet
and Duchamp to O'Keeffe to Martin. It is a thoughtful book about thoughtful artists, their values and their visions, with a lot to offer general readers and
specialists alike.--Charles Stuckey, Associate Professor of Art History at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
The Life of the Buddha
Jun 05 2020 “In the full bloom of spring, in a beautiful garden, in a place called Lumbini, a prince was born.” So begins the

extraordinary story of the life of Siddhartha Gautama, the prince who would become the enlightened Buddha, the Awakened One. This classic tale
follows Prince Siddhartha’s journey of truth-seeking and discovery, including his life-altering encounters with human suffering and his realization of
the Four Noble Truths. Today, millions of people all over the world follow the Buddha’s teachings on meditation, selflessness, and compassion.
Rendered here in exquisite original watercolor illustrations, this inspiring story is brought to life for young readers curious about one of history’s most
monumental and influential figures.
Buddhacarita Mar 03 2020 The Buddhist monk Ashva-ghosha composed his elegant biographical and religious poem in the first or second century CE,
probably in the city of Ayodhya. Importantly, this is the earliest extent text of the Sanskrit genre of "literature as a fine art" (kavya). Fourteen cantos
take the reader from the birth of Siddhartha, the future Buddha, to his Awakening when he discovered the truths of Buddhism. The remainder of the
composition, lost in the original Sanskrit, is here summarized from its Chinese and Tibetan translations. The most poignant scenes on the young
prince's path to Awakening are the three occasions when he is confronted by the realities of human sickness, old age, and death, while at home he is
continuously seduced by the transient charms of the women deployed by his father to keep him from the spiritual path. A creative artist of the highest
order, Ashva-ghosha's aim is not pure entertainment but deep instruction. His mission is to present the Buddha's teaching as itself the culmination of
the Brahmanical tradition.
The Heart of the Buddha
Jun 29 2022 The basic teachings of Buddhism as they relate to everyday life—presented by the esteemed Tibetan meditation
master In The Heart of the Buddha, Chögyam Trungpa examines the basic teachings of Buddhism and places them within the context of daily life.
Divided into three parts, the book begins with a discussion about the open, inquisitive, and good-humored qualities of the “heart of the Buddha”—an
“enlightened gene” that everyone possesses. Next, Chögyam Trungpa moves to the stages of the Buddhist path, presenting the three
vehicles—Hinayana, Mahayana, and Vajrayana—that carry the Buddhist practitioner toward enlightenment. Finally, he describes the direct application of
Buddhist teachings to topics as varied as relationships, drinking, children, and money. The Heart of the Buddha reflects Trungpa’s great appreciation
for Western culture and deep understanding of the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, which enabled him to teach Westerners in an effective, contemporary
way.
Basic Teachings of the Buddha
May 17 2021 A religious scholar provides a definitive translation of sixteen important dialogues from the Buddhist
canon, accompanied by illuminating commentary on each text, a history of Buddhism, and the practice of applying classic Buddhist principles and
tenets to everyday life. Original.
The Buddha before Buddhism
Oct 29 2019 This easy-to-understand translation of one of the earliest surviving Buddhist texts offers a pathway to
awakening that is simple, straightforward, and free of religious doctrine One of the earliest of all Buddhist texts, the Atthakavagga, or “Book of Eights,”
is a remarkable document, not only because it comes from the earliest strain of the literature—before the Buddha, as the title suggests, came to be
thought of as a “Buddhist”—but also because its approach to awakening is so simple and free of adherence to any kind of ideology. Instead the
Atthakavagga points to a direct and simple approach for attaining peace without requiring the adherence to doctrine. The value of the teachings it
contains is not in the profundity of their philosophy or in their authority as scripture; rather, the value is found in the results they bring to those who
live by them. Instead of doctrines to be believed, the “Book of Eights” describes means or practices for realizing peace. Gil Fronsdal’s rigorous
translation with commentary reveals the text to be of interest not only to Buddhists, but also to the ever-growing demographic of spiritual-but-notreligious, who seek a spiritual life outside the structures of religion.
In the Buddha's Words
Feb 23 2022 "This landmark collection is the definitive introduction to the Buddha's teachings in his own words. The American
scholar monk Bhikkhu Bodhi, whose voluminous translations have won widespread acclaim, here presents selected discourses of the Buddha from
the Pali Canon, the earliest record of what the Buddha taught. Divided into ten thematic chapters, In the Buddha's Words reveals the full scope of the
Buddha's discourses, from family life and marriage to renunciation and the path of insight. A concise informative introduction precedes each chapter,
guiding the reader toward a deeper understanding of the texts that follow." "In the Buddha's Words allows even readers unacquainted with Buddhism
to grasp the significance of the Buddha's contributions to our world heritage. Taken as a whole, these texts bear eloquent testimony to the breadth and
intelligence of the Buddha's teachings, and point the way to an ancient yet ever vital path. Students and seekers alike will find this systematic
presentation indispensable."--BOOK JACKET.
Relics of the Buddha
Nov 03 2022 Buddhism is popularly seen as a religion stressing the truth of impermanence. How, then, to account for the longstanding veneration, in Asian Buddhist communities, of bone fragments, hair, teeth and other bodily bits said to come from the historic Buddha? Early
European and American scholars of religion, influenced by a characteristic Protestant bias against relic worship, declared such practices to be
superstitious and fraudulent, and far from the true essence of Buddhism. John Strong`s Book, by contrast, argues that relic veneration has played a
serious and integral role in Buddhist traditions in south and Southeast Asia and that it is in no way foreign to Buddhism. The book is structured around
the life story of the Buddha, starting with traditions about relics of previous buddhas and relics from the past lives of the Buddha Sakyamuni. It then
considers the death of the Buddha, the collection of his bodily relics after his cremation, and stories of their spread to different parts of Asia. The Book
ends with a consideration of the legend of the future parinirvana (extinction) of the relics prior to the advent of the next Buddha, Maitreya. Throughout,
the author does not hesitate to explore the many versions of these legends and to relate them to their ritual, doctrinal, artistic, and social contexts. In
1561, an interesting ceremony ing a military operation in Sri Lanka, Portuguese troops had captured what local idolaters (i.e., Buddhists) claimed was
the tooth of the Buddha, and had delivered it as a prize to their viceroy, Don Constantino da Braganca. The viceroy had hoped to hold it for ransom, but
now the archbishop of Goa, Don Gaspar, was insisting that it be destroyed. On a porch overlooking the river, in the presence of a great crowd of
Christians and pagans, he called for the tooth and placed it in a mortar, and with his own hand reduced it to powder, and cast the pieces into a brazier
which stood ready for the purpose; after which the ashes and the charcoal together were cast into the river, in sight of all those who were crowding the
verandahs and windows which looked upon the water (Tennent 1859, 2:215. See also chapter 7 in this book). As benighted as such an action may seem
to us today, it can at least be said that the Portuguese archbishop appreciated the nature of relics. Conscious of the power of holy objects from his
own tradition, he felt that the tooth had to be utterly and permanently eradicated. In his mind, this was not just a piece of bone that he was destroying
but a relic of the devil (reliquia do demonio) something alive that had to be killed (Tennent 1859, 2:214; text in De Couto 1783, 17:429) Rather different
were the attitudes of some of Don Gaspar`s Protestant contemporaries in Europe. John Calvin, to my knowledge, never said anything about Buddhist
relics, but in 1543 he wrote a whole treatise on Roman Catholic ones (Calvin 1970). And although he too, given the chance, would probably have
crushed the Buddha`s tooth to bits, he would have done so for different reasons. For him, relics embodied no sacred or even demonic presence, and it
was wrong and exploitative to pretend that they did. Relics were nothing but material things, as he pointed out when he got rid of what had been two of
Geneva`s prized relics-the arm of Saint Anthony and the brain of Saint peter; the one, he proclaimed, was but the bone of a stag, and the other a piece
of pumice (Calvin 1970:53) Contents List of Tables, Preface, Note and Abbreviations, Introduction: Relics of the Buddha, Relics and the Biographical
process, Types of Buddha Relics, Bones and Books, Bones and Beads, Relics, Bones, and Burial Practices in India and Beyond, Bones and Bodies,
Relics and images, Limitations of this study, outline, 1. Relics of previous buddhas, 2. Relics of the Bodhisattva, 3. Relics of the Still-Living Buddha:
Hairs and Rootprints, 4. The Parinirvana of the Buddha, 5. Asoka and the Buddha Relics, 6. Predestined Relics: The extension of the Buddha's life story
in some sri lankan traditions, 7. Further Extensions of the Buddha's Life Story: Some Tooth Relic Traditions, 8. Relics and Eschatology, Conclusions,
Bibliography, index.
Acts of the Buddha
Jul 19 2021 The Buddhacarita is the most famous work of Asvaghosa, the well-known Buddhist poet-philosopher supposed to
have been a contemporary of King Kaniska of the early 2nd century a.c. Of the twenty-eight cantos of the epic poem a little less than half is now
available in the original, but complete translations in Chinese and Tibetan have been preserved. This edition consists of three parts. The first part
contains the Sanskrit text and the second the translation of the first fourteen cantos, filling up the lacunae in the Sanskrit from the Tibetan, together
with an Introduction dealing with various aspects of the poet`s works, with notes which discuss the many difficulites of text and translation, and an
Index. The third part contains translation of Cantos XV-XXVIII based on the available Tibetan and Chinese versions so as to arrive as near the meaning
of Asvaghosa`s original text. The poem falls into four distinct quarters of seven cantos describing birth and youth of the hero, enlightenment after long
questing, how the Buddha made his discovery by teaching available to all beings, a mission ending with a universal conquest in which the hero
converts the rulers and people in many countries to the new doctrine and the events leading up to the Parinirvana of the Buddha.
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